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6. THE TRIANQLE EQUALITY FOR POSITIVE SINCWLAR FUNCTIONALS ON 
ORLICZ SPACES 
Let @ be an Orlicz function. The order ideals Lz and Li of L, are 
defined as in section 2. It is shown there that we always have Lz C LL. 
If @ is a continuous Orlicz function (so Q(x) <co for all X> 0), then 
ti@=Li ([4], p. 65, th. 1). This implies that in that case G E Lz is singular 
if and only if G(f) = 0 for all f E LL = Lz. This does not need to be true 
if @ jumps (see remark (iii) after theorem 6.4). The collection of all singular 
functionals on La will be denoted by Lz.,. We first prove the following 
useful lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let f E Li, and E > 0 be given. Then there exists a function 
f, E Lk such that O< f, < f and M,(f - f,) <E. 
PROOF. Let {&: n= 1, 2, . ..} be a sequence of measurable subsets of 
d such that ,u(&)< 00 for all n and d, t d. Defining now fn(x) = min 
(f(x), n} for x Ed, and f&)=0 elsewhere (n=l, 2, . ..). we have fn t f 
pointwise on A, so f >f-fnJ 0. H ence, according to the theorem on 
dominated convergence of integrals, we obtain lim M,(f - fn) = 0. It follows 
that there exists an integer N such that M,(f -fn)<e holds for all n> N. 
Setting now f,== fN, the function f, satisfies the required conditions, 
Given GE Lz, we shall denote the norm of G by N:(G). Hence, 
If G> 0, then 
N;(G)= sup (IG(f)l : N,(f) Q 1). 
N;(G) = sup {G(f) : f E Lf , N,(f) < I}, 
according to ([5], lemma 22.2). Denoting by ]]Gl]G the norm of G generated 
by the norm 11. I]* in L,, the following remarkable facts for the norms 
Nz and ]I - I]: of a positive and bounded singular functional on L, will 
now be proved. 
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THEOREM 6.2. * Let 0 <G E L,,,. 
(i) If @ is a continuous O&m function, then 
G.(G) = IlGll; = sup {G(f) : f E -G-d* 
(ii) If CD is such that G(x) =0 for Ogxgx~ and G(x) =co for X>Q, then 
N;(G) = WI:= sup F’(f) : f E $,I- 
(iii) If @ is an arbitrary Orldcz function, then 
N;(G) = sup {G(f) : f E Lz,). 
PROOF. As observed before, we have N,(f) Q 1 if and only if M@(f) < 1. 
Furthermore, N,(f)< Ilfll, holds for all f E M. Hence, it follows immedi- 
at ly that 
ll~ll~&XG)= sup {G(f): f E L:, N,(f) < 1}= 
= sup{G(f):f~L~,M~(f)~l}< sup{G(f):f&J. 
(i) Assume that @ is continuous. It is sufficient to show that 
ll~ll~~ sup {G(f) : f E L;d 
holds. Let, therefore, f E LLa and a> 0. According to lemma 6.1, there 
exists a function h E Li such that 0 G h < f and M,Jf - h) <E. Hence, using 
Amemiya’s inequality, we obtain 
Ilf-hll~~l+M~(f-h)<1+&. 
Since @ is continuous, we have L”,= Li, so G(h) = 0, and therefore 
G(f)=G(f-h)< - I+’ G(f-h)< (l+.c) llGl/;~ 
Ilf -hlb 
This inequality holds for all E > 0 and for all f E Lz,. Hence 
sup {G(f) : f E L&J< IIGII;, 
which is the desired result. 
(ii) Assume that G(X) = 0 for 0 < 2 Q ~0 and Q(X) = 00 for II: > Q. In this 
case it is obvious that M@(f)< 00 holds if and only if 1 f I G x0 holds almost 
everywhere on d. It follows that M,(f) < 00 if and only if M,(f)=O. 
Since we also have N,(f)= Ilfjl, in the present case, it follows that 
IlGll;=N:(G)= sup {G(f): f EL:, N,(f)<l}= 
= sup{G(f):fEL~,M~(f)gl}= sup{G(f):f~L~,M~(f)=O)= 
= sup {G(f): f E L;,}. 
(iii) The proof of this part will be rather long, and for that reason 
we shall break it up into two parts. We first note that it is sufficient to 
consider Orlicz functions CD that jump at some point 20) 0, and such 
that @(x0) > 0. 
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(a) Assume that @‘(zo)< 00 (where @‘(xo) denotes the left derivative 
of @ at ~0). Defining now 
@(x)=0 for O<Z<Q and &(~)=a0 for Z>Q, 
@2(z)=@(x) for O<Z<XO, ~~(x)=~‘(~~)z+~(zo)-~(zo)~o for z>zs, 
it is obvious that @i and Qsz are Orlicz functions such that @i is of the 
same type as in part (ii) and @pz is continuous. Furthermore, @= max 
{@I, @z} obviously holds. According to lemma 5.3 and theorem 5.4 we 
now have 
La=Lel n Lo2 and N,(f) = max {N@,(f), No,(f)} for all f E M. 
Hence, theorem 4.3 can be applied. It follows that there exist positive 
singular linear functionals Gr and Ga on Lo, and La2 respectively such 
that G(f)=Gr(f)+Gz(f) for all f E L, and N~(G)=N~,(G1)+N~,(G2). 
According to part (i) and part (ii) of the present proof we have 
and 
N:,(Gl)= sup {G,(f): f E L&o,} 
N;2(G2) = sup {G,(f) : f E L.&e,}. 
Since M@(f) COO if and only if Mo,(f) COO and Mo2(f) COO (lemma 5.3), 
we obtain 
N~(G)=N~,(G1)+N~2(G2)= sup {Cl(f): f E L&o,)+ sup (Gdf): f E L&}> 
> sup {Gdf ) : f E L;,} + sup (Gz(f ) : f E L;,} > 
> sup {VA + Gz)(f) : f E Li,} = sup {G(f) : f E L;,,, 
which is the desired result, since N:(G) < sup {G(f) : f ,E LL,} always holds, 
as observed at the beginning of the proof. 
(b) Assume that @‘(xc) = 00. This means’ that lim G’(Z) = 00 as z t Q, 
where @’ denotes the left derivative of @. Observe that there are two 
possibilities for the value of @ itself at ~0, either @(xc) < 00 or @(x0) =oo 
(so @p(x) f oo as x f x0). The proof which follows holds in both cases. 
Let {yn: n=l, 2, . . . } be an increasing sequence of positive numbers 
satisfying 
(i) lim yla=xo, (ii) @(yl) > 0 and (iii) gn <x0 for all n. 
Defining now 
C&(X) =0(x) for O<zg yn and @&) = oo for z> yn 
for all n, we obtain a sequence of Orlicz functions (0% : n = 1, 2, . ..> 
satisfying 
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for all x > 0, and hence the Orlicz spaces {he,, : n = 1, 2, . ..} satisfy 
Lo,CLo,C...CL,, 
when regarded as point sets. We shall prove first that all these point sets 
are identical, as follows. Given f EL,,,, there exists a positive number k 
such that M&9/)< 00. This implies that ,U{Z E A : k-llf(z)j >Q>= 0, so 
,U{Z E A : y&‘k-llf(s)l > yi} = 0, and therefore 
Hence, f E Lo,. It follows that La C La,, and so all Orlicz spaces Lo, 
satisfy La,,= LO when regarded as point sets. 
It also follows from the construction of the sequence (Lo+, : n = 1, 2, . . .} 
that 
Nq(f) a N@,(f) 2 * * * > N,(f) 
for all f E La. Hence, these norms are equivalent (a consequence of the 
closed graph theorem), since La= LO, and since all spaces Lo,,, as well 
as the space L,, are Banach spaces. This implies that any G E Lz., also 
satisfies G E L&,, ~ for all n, since being singular is independent of the 
norm in the original normed Kijthe space. Furthermore, we have that 
(1) N~,(G)6N~~(G)<...6N~(G). 
Now note that on account of yn ~20, @i(yn) = @‘(yn) < 00 for all n. 
Let now G be any positive and singular linear functional on L,. Then, 
according to part (a) of the present proof, we have 
(2) N:JG) = sup (G(f) : f E L&an} 
+ for all n. Next, let f E LMo be given. Then 0 <f < zco holds almost every- 
where on A, and therefore 0 < x;‘ylaf < yn holds almost everywhere on A 
for all n. Thus it follows that @(x;lynf)=@n(x;lynf) holds almost every- 
where on A, and hence 
=%(x@?ynf) = h(xlpYnf) <M,(f) < 00 
for all n. This implies that x;‘ynf E L&a,, for all n. The last part of the 
proof is now easy. Indeed, if 
s = sup {G(f) : f E L&J 
and if a is any non-negative number smaller than s, there exists a function 
f, E L&l such that G(f,)> 61. Hence, for n = 1, 2, . . . , we have by (1) and 
(2) that 
LX < G(f,) = y;lxoG(x;lynf,) < y,-lxo sup {G(f) : f Lib,,} = 
= y;‘xoN;JG) Q y,-‘xoN:(G). 
Letting n --f co, we obtain 01 Q N:(G). This holds for all 0 < ar < s, and so 
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SQ N:(G). The inverse inequality was proved at the beginning of the 
proof, so s=N;(G). 
Thus the proof is complete. 
It is now easy to prove that L:.,, with respect to Nz as norm, is an 
abstract L-space. Before doing this, we state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let CD be an arbitrary Orlicx function. Then ~5;~ is a lattice, 
i.e., if f, g E LzO and h= sup (f, g), then h E L&,. 
PROOF. ’ Let f, g E LMO be given, and set h = sup (f, g). Then 
&JO= S WW= S @(fkb+ S ~(g)dlc~M,(f)+M,(g)<oo, 
A 4 4 
where di=(~~d: f(x)>g(x)} and &=A-di={x~d: f(x)<g(z)}. 
THEOREM 6.4. (The triangle equality for positive singular function&s 
on Orlicz spaces). Let Q, be an arbitrary Orlicz function. If Gl and Gg are 
positive bounded singular functionals on L,, then 
N~(4+G2)=N~(G1)+~:(~2). 
Hence, LZJNZ] is an abstract L-space. 
PROOF. Let E> 0 be given. According to theorem 6.2, there exist 
functions fl, fz E LGO such that 
Gdfl) + 4s > N;(4) and Gdf2)+&>Nz(Gd. 
The function h= sup (fl, f2) satisfies h E L&,, and since Gi and Gs are 
positive it follows that G1(h)>Gl(fl) and Gz(h)>Gz(fz). Hence 
N;(4) + N;(G) -e < G,(fl) + G,(fi) < Gl(h) + Gz(h) = 
=(Gl+G2)(h)< sup ((G+Gz)(f): f E&,}=N;(GI+G~). 
This inequality holds for all e>O, so 
N~(Gl)+N~(G2)<N~(Gl+Gz). 
The inverse inequality is obvious, so the proof is complete. 
REMARKS. (i) If CD is a continuous Orlicz function, or if CD jumps at 
~0) 0 such that Q(Q)= 0, it follows from the theorems 6.2 and 6.4 that 
Lz. ~ provided with II.IIz as norm (instead of Nz) is also an abstract L-space. 
However, if @ jumps at ~0 and @(x0) > 0, then it will follow from example 9.2 
that we cannot apply the theorems of section 4. More precisely we cannot 
prove IlGllZ = sup P(f 1: f E L&d in the same manner as this was done 
for N:(G) in theorem 6.2 (iii). We do not know whether in this case Lz., 
provided with the norm I[ .II: is an abstract L-space. 
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(ii) For @ a continuous Orlicz function, having the additional property 
that lim Z-~@(X) = 00 as x + 00, and for (A, r, p) an atomless measure 
space such that &A) < 00, the theorems 6.2 (i) and 6.4 are due to T. ANDO 
(cf. [l], lemma 2, 1960). 
(iii) M. M. RAO also proves a result analogous to theorem 6.4 (cf. [6], 
lemma 6, 1968). However Rao’s result is weaker than our theorem 6.4, 
since Rao’s definition of “singular functional” differs from our definition. 
In fact, any “singular functional” in the sense of Rao is also singular in 
our sense, but the converse does not need to be true. Indeed, Rao defines 
a bounded linear functional G to be “singular” if G(f) = 0 holds for all 
f E .4’, where A!@ denotes the norm closed order ideal generated by the 
step functions in La (a step function is assumed to have a finite range, 
each of the values in the range on a measurable set, possibly of infinite 
measure). It follows easily (by approximation) that L”, is included in A@, 
so if P E Lz satisfies F(f) = 0 for all f E A@, then J’(f) =0 for all f E LL, 
and hence P is singular in our sense (according to theorem 2.2). It has 
been proved now by RAO (cf. [6], lemma 2) that if @ jumps at x0 and 
&A) COO, then A”= LG. Hence, in this case there are no singular func- 
tionals (except 0) in the sense of Rao. Let now p(d) COO, A without 
atoms, and @(~)=0 for Ogzgl, @(x)=00 for x>l. Then L,=L, and 
N,(f) = Ilfl], as shown before. It is well-known that LL contains non-trivial 
singular functionals in this case. Hence, in this case Rao’s “singular 
functionals” form a proper subset of our class of singular functionals. 
7. THE SPACES LA 
In this section we shall discuss still another class of Banach function 
spaces. For this purpose, let A be a real-valued function with domain 
[0, 00) having the following properties: 
(i) A(O)=0 and A(x)>0 for z>O, 
(ii) A is non-decreasing and concave on [0, m), 
(iii) A is right continuous at zero. 
It follows that A is a continuous function on the whole of [0, CW). Further- 
more, we note that it is possible that the limit of A(X) as x + oo is finite. 
Let (A, r, ,u) and M be the same as before. Given f E M, and setting 
for all y>O, the function Af is non-increasing on [0, oo). Furthermore, 
it is obvious that 
(i) IfI < \g] almost everywhere on A implies &(y) <I,(y) for all y> 0, 
(ii) ifO<fntfp oin wise t almost everywhere on A, then Afn(y) t If(y) for 
all y>O. 
Setting now 
llflln = ;o 4MY)PY 
0 
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for all f E M, I]* Iln is a norm (see [7], theorem 2.1, where 11. (IN(@) is the 
same norm as 11. II,,). It is obvious that 11. Iln is even a saturated function 
norm having the Fatou property. The normed KGthe space determined 
by 11. IIn will be denoted by LA (observe that LA is the same space as N@ 
in [2] or in [7]). Let Ll and Li be the same order ideals as before. Then, 
according to lemma 2.1, we have L: C Li. In the present case the converse 
inclusion holds as well. 
THEOREM 7.1. We have L: = Li. 
PROOF. Let 0 <f E Li and E > 0 be given. Then there exists a function 
f, E LA such that ,u{supp (f,)}<ca and Ilf - fall, <E. According to [2], 
lemma 3.1, we have f, E Li. Hence, since L> is norm closed, it follows 
that f E L:. Thus it has been proved that (Li)+ C (L:)+. But then we also 
have Li C L:, which is the desired result. 
Let now Lz be the conjugate space of L,,, and let Lz,, denote the set 
of all singular functionals on LA. 
THEOREM 7.2. Lj;,,#{O) if and only if &Cl)=00 arul lim,,, /l(z)= 
=a<oo. 
PROOF. In [2], theorem 3.2, it is proved that L:# LA if and only if 
p(d) = 00 and lim n(x) = a -C oo as x --f 00. This, together with the preceding 
theorem, gives the desired result (see the observation made immediately 
after theorem 2.2). 
Since we are investigating singular functionals, it follows from the 
above theorem that the only interesting case for us is the case that A 
is bounded. We shall investigate this case somewhat further. 
DEFINITION 7.3. If lim A(z) =u<oo a.s z + 00, then A is mid to be 
bounded by a. 
LEMMA 7.4. If A is bounded by a, then L, CL,, and llflln<allfljm for all 
f EL,. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that llfll,,<allfljo, holds for all f EL,. 
Let, therefore, f E L, be given. Since &(y)= 0 for all y> Ilfll,, we have 
llflln= 7 4~~~,r(y))~Y = 
0 
‘ym 4MY)PY ~4lfll& 
REM.&uk. The inclusion L, C LA can be proper as shown by the 
following example. Let d = (0, 00) be provided with Lebesgue measure, 
and set 
A(y)=y for O=cygl, A(y)=1 for y>l. 
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The function f(z) =x-4, defined on d, obviously satisfies f $ L,. We shall 
prove now that f E LA holds. Note first that 5(y) = ym2 for y> 0, so 
.4(&(y)) = 1 for 0 Q y G 1 and n&(y)) = y-2 for y> 1. 
Hence, 
llflln= 7 4Jf,(Y)PY= I dY-t ~Y-2dY=2<~, 
0 0 1 
which implies f E LA. 
The following theorem will be useful for the investigation of singular 
functionals. 
THEOREM 7.5. Assume that A is bounded by a, and let f E LA be given. 
Then 
~f(4flM <00. 
PROOF. Assume that &(a-lllflln) = 00, i.e., 
P{X E A: IfW >a-lllfllAI=~. 
This implies the existence of a number M>a-lllfll, such that 
p{xul: If(x)l>M}=m>O 
(where m= 00 is allowed). But then it follows that 
o-1 llml 
llfljn= i 45(Y))dY> s 4~f(Y)PYf i Nf(Y))@~ 
0 0 a-1 lllll~ 
~a-lllfll,~~+(~-~-lllflln~~~~~~~Ilfll~~ 
which is impossible. Hence, &(a-lllfll,,) < 00. 
REMARK. The inequality &(a-lllfl/J < 00 is equivalent to 
P+ EA : IfWl >a-lllfllnI<~. 
Hence, if rl is bounded by a, then any function f E L,, satisfying I f(z)1 > 
>a-lllflln for those x Ed where f(x)#O, is in L:, according to [2], 
lemma 3.1. 
8. THE TRIANGLE EQUALITY FOR SINGULAR FUNCTIONALS ON L,, 
The norm of any F E L: will be denoted by j]FII~. Assume now that 
n is bounded by a. Setting 
f&c) = a-1 for all x E d, 
we have f=EL,CL”, according to lemma 7.4, In addition it follows 
from that lemma that Ijfalln< 1, and it is easily verified that llf&= 1. 
5 Indagationes 
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The function fa plays an important role in investigating norms of positive 
singular linear functionals as shown by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. If @<GE Lz,,, then jlGll:=G(fa). 
PROOF. Since ljf& = 1, it follows that IlGlj:zG(f,), so it is sufficient 
to prove the inverse inequality. Since G> 0, we have 
IIf%= sup F’(f): f E-$ llflln=W~ 
We shall prove now that any f EL,’ with Ilflln< 1 satisfies G(f)<G(fa). 
This will complete the proof. For this purpose, let f E Lz be given such 
that Ijflln< 1. Setting now 
g(z)=f(z) if f(x)<a-1 and g(x) = 0 if f(z) >a-1, 
we have O<g<f, so llglln< 1. Next, define h(x)=f(z)-g(z) for all x E A, 
so 0 <hg f and therefore IIhlln < 1. Let x E d be a point at which h(z) # 0. 
Then h(x) >a-1 at this point x. It follows that h assumes only the value 
zero and values greater than a- 1. The remark made immediately after 
the proof of theorem 7.5 shows now that h E Li. Hence, since G is singular, 
we have G(h)=O, and so G(f)=G(g). Since Orggfa and since G>O, it 
follows that G(f) =G(g) <G(fa). This is the desired result. 
It is now easy to prove that L* n.r provided with the norm Il.ljf; is an 
abstract L-space. This is done in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let GI and GZ be positive and singular bounded linear 
functionals on LA. Then II4 + Golly = Il6ll~ + IlG&. 
PROOF. (a) Assume that lim cl(x) =oo as z -+ 00. Then Li = LA, so 
Lz,, = 0. In this case the theorem is obvious. 
(b) Assume that n is bounded by a. Let fa be the same as in theorem 
8.1. Then 
llGl+ @ill,: = (G, + Gz)(f,) = Gdfa) + Gdfa) = IlG,ll:: + IlG2ll:. 
9. SOME COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In theorem 5.4 it was proved that if @i is an arbitrary Orlicz function, 
and @a is an Orlicz function such that @z(z) = 0 for 0 <x Q xe (x0 > 0) and 
@z(x) = 00 for x)x0, then 
k(f)= max Wdf), N@,(f)) 
for all f E M, where @ = max {@I, @a}. We shall prove in example 9.2 
that IlflL= max {IlflbI~ Ilflbz~ d oes not hold in general under these con- 
ditions. First we prove in example 9.1 that N,(f)> max {No,(f), N@,(f)} 
can occur if (Qz does not satisfy the conditions of theorem 5.4. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. Let d = (0, l), provided with Lebesgue measure. 
Furthermore, let CD&C) =x and @2(x) =x2 for all x > 0. It is obvious that 
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01 and @a are Orlicz functions. Next, define @= max {@p,, @s}. If now 
f(x) =x-* for all x E A, we have f E L.J+ n L,Q,,. Indeed, 
J @1(lfl/k)dp= ) k-lx-+ax=~k-l, so N@,(f)=p<oo, 
A 0 
J &(jfJ/k)dp= j k-%-*ax= Zk-2, so N@,(f) = 1/2 < 00. 
A 0 
Hence f E Lo = Lel n La,. Note that 1/2 ~2. Suppose now that 
h(f)= max {i%(f), Nm,(f)l=P. 
Then it follows that 
s @(lfllVWP< 1 
A 
must hold. However, computing this integral, we obtain 
s qlfy1/2) ap= s (2-%-*y ax+ i 2-k* ax=++;v2> 1. 
A 0 f 
Thus we have N,(f)> max @Vu.,(f), N@,(f)} in the present case. 
EXAMPLE 9.2. Let &(x)=x for all x>O, and let @2(x)=0 for O<x<l 
and @a(x) = 00 for z > 1. Setting @= max {@I, @a}, we have 
@(X)=X for O<x<l and @(x)=00 for x>l. 
It is easily computed that the complementary functions satisfy 
Yi(x) =@a(~) for all x> 0, 
‘yz(x)=@i(x) for all ~20, 
Y(x)=0 for Ogx<l, !P((x)=~-1 for x>l. 
Let (A, F, 11) be a measure space such that p(d) = 1, and set f =xA. Then 
we have 
according to example 5.1. Hence max {Ilfllol, Ilfljo,}= 1. Since 
iifb = sup { ,s ifdap : 9 E L,, =h) < 11, 
it follows that we may assume that the functions g E L, over which the 
supremum is taken satisfies g(x) > 1 on A, since Y(x) = 0 for 0 G x Q 1. Hence 
M,(g) < 1 implies JA (g - l)dp < 1, or equivalently JA gdP < 2. Thus we find 
Ilfllo< 2. Conversely, if we define go = 2 on d, we have M,(g)= 1. Hence, 
iif ilo 2 j ifgoiaiu = 2. 
This implies Ilfjl@=2> max {Ilfllo,, Ilflla2}= 1. 
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In the preceding sections it was proved that Lzn is an abstract L-apace 
for certain important function norms Q. The question arises whether Lt,, 
is an abstract L-space for every function norm Q. It turns out that this 
need not to be true. In the following example we indicate a saturated 
function norm e, having the Fatou property, such that L,*,, is not an 
abstract L-space. 
EXAMPLE 9.3. Let (4, r, ,u) be an atomless u-finite measure space of 
infinite measure. We can decompose d into two disjoint subsets di and 
AZ, each of infinite measure. We define the function norm Q by 
e(u) = ess sup (U(X) : x E Al)+ ess sup {U(X) : 2 E AZ), 
for all u E M+. It is easily verified that e is a saturated function norm 
having the Fatou property. Let L, be the normed Kijthe space generated 
by e. Consider now the subsets LI and LZ of L,, defined by 
LI= {f E L, : f z 0 almost everywhere on AZ}, 
& = {f E L, : f = 0 almost everywhere on AI}. 
Note that LC (i = 1, 2) is an order ideal of L, and the norm on Lt (i = 1,2) 
induced by the norm e, is the norm 1) .I&, on L,(Ar) (i= 1, 2). Hence 
LI= L,(Al) and LZ = L,(Az). This implies L, = L,(Al) @ L,(Az) and 
e(f) - Ilfx4, f Ilfx41100. Ob serve that Lz #(At) contains non-trivial positive . 
elements (i=l, 2), so Li* contains non-trivial positive elements (this 
follows by extending singular functionals on Li (or Lz) to the whole of L,, 
see theorem 3.2). Furthermore, since L, is an Orlicz space La (take G(Z) = 0 
for O<x<l; CD(z)= oo for x> 1, then llfllm= Ilf&,=N,(f) for all f E M, 
example 5.1), it follows from theorem 6.2 that if O<G E Lz*,(Ag) = L:,, 
then 
IlGll~=iV;(G)=IlGll;= sup {G(f): f E L&,(Ar)}=G(pi); i= 1, 2. 
This is indeed true since on the one hand XAt E Li,(At) and on the other 
hand O<f E L,,(At) implies f<XAi (i= 1, 2). 
Let now Gi be a positive and singular functional on Lt such that 
llG;f+V;(G;)= 1 (i= 1, 2). Th en, if we define G*(f) = Gi(f~dJ (i= 1, 2) 
for all f E L,, we have Gt E Lp*.# (i = 1, 2). Indeed, since Gt is the smallest 
possible positive extension of Gi to the whole of L,, it follows from the 
proof of theorem 3.2, that Gt E Lz, and e*(Gt) = IlG;llz= 1 (i = 1, 2). Consider 
now the functional G = Gi+ Ga. It is evident that 0 Q G E LP*,,. We shall 
compute the norm of the positive singular functional G. Let f E Li be a 
function such that e(f) < 1. Assume that 
ess sup {j(x) : x E Al) = k. 
Then kg 1 since e(f) < 1. Furthermore it follows that 
ess sup {f(z) : x E AZ} < I - k. 
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Defining the function I& by Zg(x) =k if z E Al and I&) = 1 -k if x E &, 
we have 0 Q f Q lk almost everywhere on A. Hence 
G(f) < G(lk) = Gl(Zk) + Gz(Zk) = G&4 + G&1 - ‘%‘2) = ‘* 
This holds for all f E LJ such that e(f)< 1. Hence Q*(G)< 1. Since G>Gl 
wealsohave~*(G)~~*(G~)=1.Itfollowsthat~*(G)=1.i.e.,~*(G~+Gg)=1, 
and so 
e*(Gl+Gz)<e*(Gl)+e*(Gz). 
This shows that LIB8 is not an abstract L-space. 
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